


A message from The American College 
of Financial Services President and CEO
To all Women Working in Wealth and their Allies,

As the President and CEO of The American College of Financial Services, I want to affirm The College’s 

commitment, and mine, to the advancement of women in financial services.

15 years ago, The College committed to advancing women in financial services, and in 2011 the Center for 

Women in Financial Services was established as one of our eight Centers of Excellence. Since then, The 

College has continued to champion women; yet there are still opportunities for improvement.

Recent and significant investments of capital, talent, and resources are helping the Center for Women in 

Financial Services advance its mission to promote the advancement of women in the financial services 

profession through research, education, and awareness. Executing the Center’s mission will help pave the 

way to gender parity in financial services. You, too, are necessary to help fulfill this vision.

Women are often the ones to take on more work to ensure the well-being of their colleagues, spend more 

time on critical DE&I work in addition to their usual responsibilities, and pursue passion projects. This work 

also often goes unrecognized. I applaud you for committing to the advancement of women by learning, 

mastering, and sharing the practices outlined in this workbook and those that have worked for you.

As women working in wealth unite alongside their allies, I am hopeful equal leadership will become a best 

practice in financial services: an aspirational reality accomplished in our lifetime. I will always advocate for 

women’s equality in all aspects of life - social, economic, professional, cultural, and political.

As your ally, know my will is dedicated to this pursuit, and my voice is raised with yours.

Stronger Together,

GEORGE NICHOLS, III  
President and CEO

YOUR BEST INVESTMENT

The American College of Financial Services delivers applied financial 
knowledge and education, promotes lifelong learning, and advocates for 
ethical standards for the benefit of society.

As lifelong learning partners, you’ll benefit from:

• Extensive professional network of one-in-five 
financial advisors educated by The College

• Ready-to-use knowledge delivered by plugged-
in, industry-leading experts

• Interactive community engagement featuring 
frequent webinars, conferences, and professional 
development events

• Advanced planning skills and real-world 
application not delivered elsewhere

• Modern education through the latest in mobile-
friendly, e-learning technology

• Prestigious pedigree and client recognition from 
nearly 100 years of academic excellence

Learn more about The College’s programs at TheAmericanCollege.edu
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the 
Women Working in WealthSM 

Workbook

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE CENTER FOR WOMEN 
IN FINANCIAL SERVICES PRESENTS

A s we step into the future, a new level of innovation is necessary to change the landscape of 

financial services. Currently, white women occupy 23% and women of color occupy 4% of 

executive roles in the financial services industry.1 Now is the time to turn up, step up, and 

advance gender parity in financial services.

The Women Working in WealthSM Workbook serves as a “how-to” for anyone wanting to advance 

women in financial services who doesn’t know where to start. Here, you’ll be introduced to various 

bite-sized steps to help promote, advance, and advocate for women.

The Center for Women in Financial Services is convening women and their allies to share ideas, 

establish best practices, and create a committed community.  Additionally, you can rely on the 

Center for Women in Financial Services to serve as your accountability partner throughout this 

process. We are all working hard to advance women; let’s make sure we track our progress and 

celebrate our successes. We’ll also share best practices to help you move the needle.

It’s time to roll up our sleeves and get started!

HILARY FIORELLA
Executive Director 
The American College Center for Women in Financial Services

Promote     ·     Advance     ·     Advocate

1  Kweilin Ellingrud, Alexis Krivkovich, Marie-Claude Nadeau, and Jill Zucker. Closing the Gender 
and Race Gaps in North American Financial Services. McKinsey & Company. October 2021
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Role Clarity

Mentor
A mentoring relationship 

focuses on prescriptive 
development goals, leveraging 

strengths, identifying and 
overcoming weaknesses, and 

setting goals and a vision. 
The scope of mentorship 

is career management. For 
a successful relationship, 

mentors and mentees should 
commit to at least one year of  
regular meetings with defined 

guidelines for conversations 
so progress can be measured. 
Mentors and mentees should 

decide the cadence and 
frequency of their meetings, 
ensuring consistency. Do you 

need to meet monthly or 
quarterly? Are ad-hoc calls 

okay if needed? Create a plan 
with a purpose and defined 

milestones. Map where you are, 
where you’d like to go, and then 
look back to see how far you’ve 
come. Acknowledge setbacks 

and celebrate wins.

Sponsor
Sponsorship goes beyond 

mentorship and may grow from 
a mentoring relationship. When 

you sponsor someone, you do 
more than provide professional 

wisdom and guidance; you 
become their advocate, 

putting your reputation on 
the line. Sponsors are typically 

in positions of influence at a 
firm and are willing to use this 
influence to advocate for the 
advancement of another. You 
recommend them to others 

for opportunities and actively 
introduce them to your network. 

A sponsor will arrange to pay 
for training and development in 
some cases. Sponsors advocate 

on behalf of their proteges, 
make critical introductions, 
open doors, and influence 

decision-makers to offer greater 
opportunities for development. 
The time commitment required 

of a sponsor varies. It can be 
opportunistic, sporadic, or 

cyclical.

Ally
Allies are vital for any person’s 

development, especially for 
underrepresented populations. 
Being an ally requires a level of 
commitment to underserved 

or minority groups. Allies 
speak up when they see an 
injustice, promote people’s 
accomplishments by asking 

questions in meetings to 
provide visibility, and are sure 
not to let some take credit for 

the work of others. Allies act in 
real-time, speaking up in public 

settings when appropriate or 
following up one-on-one. In rare 

instances, they inform human 
resources or management. 

Sometimes, they need to pull 
people aside to confront issues. 

Through their actions, allies 
contribute to an increased level 
of professionalism and civility 

within an organization.
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The 

words to know 

to help amplify 
gender equality

Advocate
An advocate speaks highly 

of you to others and seeks to 
positively influence others’ 

opinions of you. An advocate 
is someone you have made 

an excellent impression on, so 
much so that they are willing to 
speak on your behalf. It’s hard 

to cultivate advocates. They 
usually decide to campaign for 
you based on your reputation, 

accomplishments, and 
contributions. Doing a good 
job is the best way to attract 

advocates. An advocate’s 
efforts are typically specific and 

focused on an opportunity.

Champion
A champion is someone who 

uses their influence to raise your 
level of visibility. They boost 

your profile and may bring you 
along as they progress in their 
career. They know your value, 

usually first-hand, and are eager 
to alert you to opportunities 

or make room for you in their 
organization.

Coach
A coach is typically a 

professional who has skills and 
training they impart in a formal 

or contractual relationship. 
Coaches address quantitative 

and qualitative skills with 
their clients. Coaches may be 
generalists, i.e., professional 

development, or specialists, i.e., 
sales, soft skills, and growth.

Understanding the Terminology
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Mentoring 
Musts
How to facilitate a mentoring relationship

At its highest level, 
mentorship is about being 
“good people” and having 
the right “good people” 
around us—individuals 
committed to helping 
others become fuller 
versions of who they are.
 —Anthony Tjan

Expectations
• Clearly define goals and expected 

outcomes for your mentee. 

• Identify the skills, knowledge, abilities, 
or behaviors that require development. 
Also, identify strengths to be reinforced or 
advanced. Focus on the outcome or result 
you want to achieve by accomplishing the 
goal/goals. Assessment tools may be needed 
to identify areas for focus.

• Identify opportunities to hone skills, either 
through direct participation on a project or 
committee, or through training or education. 

• Keep confidential information confidential.

Best Practices
• It’s an impactful relationship; 

treat it as such—establish 
a personal connection and 
trust with a mentee. Break 
from formal roles and titles to 
establish common ground and 
equality.

• Ensure you are available to 
devote the time and attention 
to the relationship.

• Contribute to the development 
of character and job skill 
competencies—quality mentors 
go beyond ensuring a mentee 

has the requisite competencies 
for a job and devote time to 
assisting mentees to develop 
self-awareness, confidence, 
empathy, and other key 
characteristics of future leaders.

• Express support and praise 
successes over criticism—
mentors should bring 
energy to the relationship 
in support of their mentee’s 
professional endeavors. This 
does not preclude mentors 
from addressing concerns or 

providing valuable feedback, 
but good mentors prefer 
support over being critical.

• Be open to sharing your 
network with your mentee 
once you feel the mentee can 
benefit from other professional 
contacts.
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Mentoring Impacts
Both mentors and mentees were 
approximately 20% more likely 
to get a raise than people who did not 

participate in a mentoring program.

Employees who received mentoring were 

promoted FIVE times more often 

than people who didn’t have mentors.

Mentors were SIX times more likely to 
have been promoted to a bigger job.

Employees who participated in a program were 

five times more likely to advance in 
pay grade, and mentors made even more 

progress.

Retention rates were significantly 
higher for mentees (72%) and for mentors 

(69%) than for employees who did not 

participate (49%).

Check the Stats:
Mentoring importance, relationships, and effect

Source: Sun Microsystems, 2006 study of 1,000 employees over a 5-year period

Source: Olivet Nazarene University, 2019

73%
of people think 

mentors are 
important; 

however, only 
37% currently 

have one.

69%
( W O M E N )

82%
( M E N )

Most people 
opt for 

same-sex 
mentors.

O N LY 

14%
of mentor relationships started 
by asking someone to be their 

mentor. Relationships developed 
naturally 61% of the time.

People with mentors are happier at their 
current jobs than those without.
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Understanding the role of a mentee

Expectations
• Must commit to the opportunity 

• Schedule the meetings and create the agendas

• Identify goals and outcomes

• Be honest about strengths and weaknesses; use 
assessment tools if possible/necessary  

• Openly discuss short and long-term career goals 
as well as obstacles and successes

• Ask for and be accepting of feedback

• Be prepared to share honest updates about 
progress or lack of progress 

• Follow through on any assignments or commitments

• Keep confidential information confidential

Best Practices
• Know your worth; you bring something to the 

table. Your experience matters. You are worthy of 
your mentor’s time. 

• Ask; mentors are everywhere. They can be 
formal or informal relationships. Reach out to 
an individual who you admire to ask for a brief 
meeting to share some professional advice. Sign 
up for a formal mentoring program through your 
work or professional organization. 

• Allow relationships to grow organically; not all 
mentoring relationships are a good fit even if they 
begin with promise. 

• The relationship requires work; a mentor is not an 
automatic pass to a rolodex or an e-introduction in 
today’s standards. It requires both the mentor and 
mentee to show up prepared. 

• Do not force a relationship if it is not a good fit. 

• Establish a framework of what you hope to 
achieve with the relationship; reflect on what you 
hope to get from it. What can you bring to the 
relationship?

• Set an agenda for your meetings.

• Be flexible; be open to the relationship having 
a circuitous path. You’ll learn things and have 
opportunities. 

• Develop a mentorship team; each mentorship 
team member will serve a different role in your 
professional trajectory. 

• Protect yourself; mentors should not be 
exploitative, and privacy should always be 
maintained. 

• Give back; become a mentor, a sponsor, or an 
advocate.

• Schedule meetings and be respectful of your 
mentor’s time.

• Do the work! 
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Becoming 
Visible
How to promote financial services at the 
junior high, high school, and collegiate level

Good luck, and be sure to let us know when you make contact with a 
school and after you deliver your presentation.

Junior High and High Schools
Presenting to junior high or high school students works best if you have an existing 
relationship with the school as a parent, guardian, or volunteer. Alternatively, schools 
that expose students to various careers paths by developing and delivering a career 
pathways curriculum may be receptive to an information session. The number of 

students who work after school has dropped significantly in the past 20 years, limiting students’ exposure 
to local employers and employment opportunities. Career paths are a way to educate students about their 
career options. 

For schools that don’t offer a career pathways program, call the school’s guidance office to see if they 
support career education sessions for students. Ask if you can present an information session on 
careers in financial services.

Colleges and Universities
Two primary potential departments that may be looking for career awareness 
presentations are the Career Center and the Business School. Start by calling the 
Career Center to inquire if they would be receptive to a financial services industry 
professional providing a career awareness presentation. Some schools require 

students to attend career awareness presentations, and having guest speakers is usually standard.

If the Career Center doesn’t facilitate career awareness sessions, call the Business School or Business 
Department and ask if they are interested in having an industry professional share their knowledge 
and experience about opportunities in financial services with students. Ask them if you can present 
a one-hour informational session on the financial services industry. Another department that may 
welcome your expertise and experience is the Alumni Office.

After you've been given the green light, click here to access a 
presentation introducing careers in financial services to students.
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Align Your Brand as an Advocate for Women
As a sponsor for the Women Working in Wealth Summit and Awards Ceremony, your organization can 

demonstrate its commitment to help advance gender parity in financial services.

Women from around the country in financial services and their allies come together to collaborate, 

celebrate insights and innovations, and support each other in advancing gender parity at the annual 

Women Working in WealthSM Summit.

Industry leaders address how to break biases and uncover ways to charge ahead with care and 

courage. Leaders from the Center for Women in Financial Services facilitate workshops on ways to 

advance the industry by promoting and advocating for women in financial services. 

PRESENTED BY THE AMERICAN COLLEGE CENTER FOR WOMEN IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

WOMEN
Working in Wealth AWARD

The Women Working in WealthSM Award celebrates women who have rolled up their sleeves to 

advance women in financial services through mentorship, sponsorship, and advocacy. Each award 

recipient has concrete examples of how she removed obstacles, created allies, and executed novel 

solutions to gender parity.

This award honors women who lift other women. This award is not a “feel-good” award or a public 

relations award, yet conceived to celebrate the women on whose shoulders we stand by doing the 

work, clearing the path, and demonstrating what works.

Be on the lookout for our annual invite to submit nominations for 
the Women Working in WealthSM Awards and attend the Women 
Working in WealthSM Summit.

Contact us to find out more about sponsorship opportunities at 
WomensCenter@TheAmericanCollege.edu

Celebrating 
Women
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Activating 
Gender Parity
How to help internal stakeholders evaluate 
the efficacy of women’s initiatives
Currently, men and women are hired within the financial services industry at the same rate, but are 
paid differently. Women are less likely to be promoted when compared to men in the early stages of 
their careers, making it more challenging to reach leadership roles later in their careers.2

A research study involving current executives identified the key skills needed for leading thriving 
businesses to be building relationships, collaboration and teamwork, powerful and prolific 
communication, and innovation. The research also found that women tended to score higher in these 
leadership traits when compared to men.3,4

This workbook includes a digital download of an Activate Gender Parity Sample Letter designed 
to be sent to your CEO, Human Resources leadership, or head of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
(DE&I) initiatives. NOTE: Before sending the letter, you will want to do some due dilligence on your 
organization to make sure the goals listed are relevant to your organization.

A couple of considerations:

2,3,4   Kweilin Ellingrud, Alexis Krivkovich, Marie-Claude Nadeau, and Jill Zucker. Closing the Gender and Race Gaps 
in North American Financial Services. McKinsey & Company. October 2021

Connect with a 
mentor, colleague, 
or supervisor in your 

company to determine whether 
there are initiatives underway to 
enhance gender parity and what 
the current status of women is 
within the company.

If you cannot locate 
current data on 
women within the 

organization, the first step may 
be to ask for the data.  

Gather a group of 
women and allies 
with similar values 

to create momentum and 
establish a collective of women 
to sign the letter (strength in 
numbers).

• Women in Insurance and Financial Services
• Females & Finance
• Seramount
• Female Advisor Network
• LH Agenda
• Purse Strings

• Insure Women
• We Inspire Promote Network
• Women in Funds
• Savvy Ladies
• CFP Board Women’s Initiative Council
• Wealth Edit

Other Organizations
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How to to shine light on Women 
Working in Wealth

#25by2025 

We challenge the 

industry to strive for 25% 

of financial advisors to 

be women by 2025.

#Mission2030 

We challenge all U.S. 

students to take a 

one-semester personal 

finance course before 

high school graduation 

by 2030.

#40by2040 

We challenge the 

industry to strive for 

40% of their C-Suites 

& Board positions to 

be filled by women by 

2040.

#SeeHerBeHer 

Attract more women 

to careers in financial 

services, young women 

need to see women in 

roles that are typically 

held by men. If she can 

see her, she can be her.

Becoming a 
Women Working in 
WealthSM Advocate

Social Media Hashtags
We invite you to promote the following via social media: 

#WomenWorkinginWealth 

Share your story on social media to show women and girls how you are breaking the bias 

in financial services. 

Wednesdays with Women Working in WealthSM

The Center for Women in Financial Services hosts monthly workshops to continue the conversation. Sign 

up for these workshops at WomensCenter.TheAmericanCollege.edu/Awareness under the Women 

Working in WealthSM tab.

Women Working in WealthSM 
Podcast
Join us for our monthly podcast highlighting the unique career 

opportunities for females in the financial services industry and serving 

to dispel industry myths. An immersive experience, the podcast invites 

presenters to share their journeys on their unique paths to career success.

Visit TheAmericanCollege.edu/Podcasts to listen or access episodes 

on your favorite streaming apps, including Spotify, Apple podcasts, and 

Google podcasts.
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How to be a proponent for financial 
education legislation

Becoming a 
Financial Education 
Advocate

Starting financial literacy education at early ages and with competent educators will raise a 
generation with enhanced skill sets to brave adulthood. Our ultimate goal is to start in middle school, 
when financial knowledge becomes more relevant. Educating students earlier can change the whole 
trajectory of their futures. We support #Mission2030: for all U.S. students to take a one-semester 
personal finance course before high school graduation by 2030.

This workbook includes a digital download of a Financial Literacy Advocate Sample Letter to send 
to your congressperson and/or senators. NOTE: Before sending the letter, you will want to do some 
research on your state and see where any financial literacy bills are at currently.

Only 23 states currently require students to take a standalone personal finance class to graduate with 
a high school diploma, and few offer any funding or training for the educators who would be required 
to take on the burden of the new courses.5

5   Economic and Personal Finance Education in Our Nation’s Schools. Council for Economic Education. 2020

Sites to visit include:

• NGPF FinLit Bill Tracker - bit.ly/NGPFtracker
• NGPF FinLit Bill Updates - bit.ly/NGPFupdates

Other Organizations to Research:

• National Endowment of Financial Education
• Council for Economic Education
• Rock the Street Wall Street
• Invest in Girls
• Dow Janes

Reach out to your local schools and find out what is happening in your community. Offer to mentor, 
teach, or support their financial education efforts. Resources offering free curriculum and/or lesson 
plans include:

• The American College of Financial Services - 
Know Yourself: Grow Your Wealth

• Financial Literacy for All
• Financial Educators Council

• FDIC: Money Smart for You People
• Consumer Financial
• Financial Beginnings
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Create SMARTER 
Goals SPECIFIC • MEASURABLE • ACTION   

REACH • TIME • EVALUATE • REVAMP

Sponsor    ·    Mentor    ·    Advocate
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As a woman working in wealth or her ally, I pledge to 
promote, advance and advocate for women in financial 
services. Starting [Date]______________, I pledge to be 
accountable in the following areas:

I will Sponsor women by helping increase their 
visibility and success in financial services.

I will Mentor women within the industry. In each 
interaction, I will turn up and be present. Upon 
completion, or as appropriate, I will open up my 
network to advance women.

I will Advocate for women, using my voice on 
social media and in my interactions in the office, at 
conferences, and within organizations.

I will actively address inappropriate behavior, 
microaggressions, and/or horizontal oppression.

The Pledge
Creating accountability for promoting, advancing 

and advocating for women

Signature
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Pledge Definitions
Providing clarity on terminology used with the Pledge

The Center for Women in Financial Services understands some definitions can be heavy and hard to 

digest. We invite you to learn more about the terminology we use in the pledge. These are our working 

definitions, and we welcome your input. 

Inappropriate behavior in the workplace includes: 

Harassment 
Offensive, belittling, or threatening behavior that is unsolicited and may be repeated

Bullying 

Repeated abusive and offensive behavior, which may involve inappropriate physical behavior in 

some circumstances

Microaggressions 

A statement, action, or incident regarded as an instance of indirect, subtle, or unintentional 

discrimination against members of a marginalized group 

Horizontal oppression 

When people from targeted groups believe, act on, or enforce dominant systems of oppression 

against other members of those groups
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The American College Center for Women 
in Financial Services’ Team

Support The Center for Women in 
Financial Services
The American College Center for Women in Financial Services - the first academic center of its kind 
with a focus on research, education, and awareness - seeks to be the nation’s leading authority on 
economic issues and opportunities for women, both as consumers and providers of financial products 
and services.

We partner with financial services organizations focused on advancing gender parity through the 
intersection of philanthropy and strategic planning and aspire to “do well by doing good” for women.

Learn more about giving at WomensCenter.TheAmericanCollege.edu/Give

Scholarship Opportunities
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE CENTER FOR WOMEN WMCP® SCHOLARSHIPS

In 2021, the Center for Women in Financial Services, with scholarship sponsor Ameritas, launched the 
first Wealth Management Certified Professional® (WMCP®) scholarship cohort. This inaugural cohort of 
women worked with a mentor to complete the designation. This scholarship opportunity continues 
today.

Learn more at Alumni.TheAmericanCollege.edu/ScholarshipHub

HILARY FIORELLA
Executive Director

LINDSEY LEWIS, MBA, ChFC®, CFP®

Director and Chair
KAYLEE RANCK
Research Director

TIMI JORGENSEN, PhD
Assistant Professor and Director of 
Financial Education & Wellbeing

Hilary.Fiorella@ 
TheAmericanCollege.edu

Lindsey.Lewis@ 
TheAmericanCollege.edu

Kaylee.Ranck@ 
TheAmericanCollege.edu

Timi.Jorgensen@ 
TheAmericanCollege.edu
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6   Women in the Workplace 2021. McKinsey & Company. September 2021

Next Steps
The most precious commodity a woman has is her time. Your countless sacrifices in support of 
gender parity, mentorship, and financial literacy are acknowledged and sincerely appreciated. 
We celebrate you and your efforts and hope this workbook will serve as a reference as you move 
forward. This workbook represents the beginning of the journey. We will continue to care for it, 
edit it, and add to it as we progress in our efforts. 

Because of you and your commitment, Women Working in WealthSM have bright futures. Show 
that you care by promoting, advancing, and advocating for women. It takes courage to stand up to 
the status quo, and we commit to moving forward with courage. 

When promoting, advancing, and advocating for women, don’t forget yourself. Women are more 
likely to take on additional responsibility and roles without additional pay. Compared with men 
at their level, women leaders are up to twice as likely to spend substantial time on DEI work that 
falls outside their formal job responsibilities—such as supporting employee resource groups, 
organizing events, and recruiting employees from underrepresented groups.6

The American College Center for Women in Financial Services and our community supports you!

Continue the charge with courage and care
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Let’s Connect


